GETTING ON DIGITAL VOICE AND BUILDING YOUR
OWN MMDVM HOTSPOT USING A RASPBERRY-Pi

If you are a licensed Amateur, you will be able to enjoy the benefits of Digital Voice
communication across various Amateur Radio accessible networks. The three most popular
Digital Voice Modes (DV) are DMR, Yaesu System Fusion and D-Star.
With dedicated transmitting equipment for each or either mode(s), you can experiment
with traditional RF Communications (Simplex / via Repeaters etc), but also have the option
to connect your radio via an MMDVM Hotspot for internet based communication, whilst
still using your amateur radio base station / mobile radio or handheld transceiver.
An MMDVM Hotspot (Multi-Mode Digital Voice Modem) has become a very popular
additon to the Amateur Radio shack in recent years. Although often frowned upon by diehard RF only Radio Hams, it does open up very reliable Worldwide communications with
like-minded operators, who actually just want to get on the air and talk to other, especially
when global communication may be hampered by poor HF propagation conditions.
Experimenting is actually quite an education, as you will often see and hear Callsigns
appearing that you have never seen or heard of before!
In this article, we will look at how to prepare yourself for accessing the Digital Voice
networks AND how to build your very own MMDVM Hotspot from component parts.

Firstly, you need to decide which of the 3 most popular DV Modes you would like to use. If
you choose Yaesu System Fusion or D-Star (once registered via Icom), your licensed CallSign is all you need to be able to access the networks with a suitable digital transceiver. Your
callsign is stored within the radio itself, so that you are then identified on the chosen
network, every time you transmit.
(This is a great feature to help prevent nuisance transmissions as an operator is personally
identified every time the PTT is pressed to transmit!)
However, if you choose DMR as your preferred DV Mode the first thing you need to do is:
1. Apply for a personalised DMR ID Number:
For EU based Radio Hams this service used to be provided by https://register.hamdigital.org/ but from 19th December 2020, the Worldwide service will now only be provided
by https://www.radioid.net
Without a registered DMR ID, you will not be able to program your DMR Radio OR access
the DMR Network. When applying for a DMR ID Number (which is free of charge), you
should expect to wait for a short period before you are contacted and issued with your own
DMR ID Number - one is usually issued very promptly. (DMR technology was originally only
ever intended for Commercial Operator use and never for Amateur Radio. A traditonal
Amateur callsign with letters and numbers is not suitable for the network, hence the reason
for a dedicated and personalised DMR ID Number).

2. Once you have received your DMR ID Number, get yourself registered on the
Brandmeister DMR Network by visiting Register | BrandMeister
Fill out all the required information, including your DMR ID Number at the bottom of
the page and you will receive a verifcation email within a few days.
3. After receiving verification from Brandmeister, log in to your newly registered
Brandmeister account and set up Brandmeister Self-Care (this is accessed from the
drop-down-menu by clicking on your callsign at the top right of the Brandmeister
web-page. In Self-Care, switch ON Hotspot Security and enter a personal Password.
(This does not have to be the same as your Brandmeister Log-In password). It is
important that you remember what your Hotspot Security Password is, as you will
also need to enter it into your MMDVM Modem set-up, later on in this process.
A personalised Hotspot Security password is to become MANDATORY from January
2021 in order to gain access to the Brandmeister Network. (Historically, you used to
be able to use the default of “password” in the password details box, but this ended
at the end of 2020.
4. Program your DMR Radio Codeplug with your personalised DMR ID Number, using
the correct version of the CPS (Codeplug Programming Software) for the particular
model of DMR Radio you own. (Your DMR Radio will NOT work at all, unless you
have programmed it with your personalised DMR ID Number in the relevent box!)

Now, let’s look at what is involved with building an MMDVM Hotspot from component
parts. (It has to be said, if you do not feel confident with soldering a few components to
circuit boards along with some basic assembly techinques, you can purchase a fully working
pre-assembled MMDVM Hotspot from numerous vendors on eBay).
If buying an assembled unit from eBay, be careful to ensure any eBay vendor is selling a fully
assembled and tested unit, supplied with an OLED screen, an antenna and housed in the
appropriate metal box - before you click “Buy It Now”!!!) Of course, major retailers also sell
commercially produced MMDVM Hotspots, but expect to dig deep in your wallet if you
choose to purchase a well known, tried and tested brand.

COMPONENT PARTS REQUIRED:
1. A Raspberry Pi-Zero or Pi-Zero2 (either with or without a populated “header rail”).
Raspberry Pi Zero W – Pimoroni OR Raspberry Pi Zero WH (pre-soldered) – Pimoroni

(We are not connected in any way to this retailer, but have had very satisfactory
online service from them).
2. An MMDVM Modem Board (often bundled with an OLED Screen and Antenna).
See eBay for multiple vendors selling these boards (expect to pay around £15-£18)

3. A 0.96” OLED Screen (if not already supplied by your vendor along with the
MMDVM Modem Board and Antenna).
Geekcreit® 0.96 inch 4pin blue yellow iic i2c oled display module geekcreit for arduino products that work with official arduino boards Sale - Banggood.com

(We are not connected in any way to this retailer, but have had very satisfactory
online service from them).

4. A Metal Box, specifically designed to house the Raspberry-Pi & MMDVM Board (if
not already supplied by your vendor along with the MMDVM Modem Board and
Antenna).
Black/sliver aluminum enclosure metal case protective shell for mmdvm hotspot board and
raspberry pi kit Sale - Banggood.com

(We are not connected in any way to this retailer, but have had very satisfactory
online service from them).

5. A suitable 5V Power Supply to power the Raspberry-Pi along with a USB to Micro
USB Cable. (Plug-Top USB 5V Power Supplies are ideal, but make sure they are
capable of a minimum of 2 Amps).

6. One 8Gb Micro SD Card for the Raspberry-Pi (to store and run the Pi-Star Software).

ASSEMBLING THE MMDVM HOTSPOT:
1. Start with the MMDVM Modem Board. You will need to solder the SMA Antenna
Connector to the board (this involves 5 solder joints).

From the underside of this board you will see the 5 solder points for the SMA Connector.
(Visible on the right side of the circuit board in Picture 3)
At the top of the underside of this board you can see 2 x 10 Pin connector blocks soldered
into the MMDVM Modem board. Most of the time, these are supplied pre-soldered however,
if they are not, these blocks will be supplied in your kit of parts and will require soldering.
These 2 x 10 pin connectors, either end of the Modem Board are to push onto the header rail
connectors of your Raspberry Pi-Board hence, sometimes, these boards are also known as a
“Pi-Hat” Modem Circuit Board.

2. The second installation required to the MMDVM Modem Board is the OLED Screen.
This involves 4 solder joints. Again, sometimes these OLED Screens are supplied presoldered, but if not, it will usually be included in your kit of parts.

The OLED Screen listed in the kit of parts previously is a perfect choice if one is not
already supplied in your kit of parts and this screen features dual-colour (blue/yellow),
where-as many of the “bundled in a kit” OLED Screens are one colour only (blue).

When you offer up the OLED Screen, ready for soldering, ensure you solder the four
pins from the board of the OLED Screen to the respective correct 4 Pins on the
MMDVM Modem Board that are at the VERY OUTER EDGE of the Modem Board
(not the inner rail).

It is a good idea to support the OLED Screen in some way, whilst soldering, in order to
get a nice “square” fit and so that the OLED Screen board does not get twisted offcentre and then look a little crooked in appearance!

That’s it for the MMDVM Modem Board, so now our attention turns to your
Raspberry Pi-Zero board.

3. It now depends which version of the Raspberry Pi-Zero board you have purchased to
ascertain whether you need to do any soldering on this board.
If you purchased one with a pre-soldered header rail, you have nothing to do.
(the FULL header rail is populated, but for this project, only the left and right outer
edge 10 pins are used for the MMDVM Modem at either end of the board!)

If you purchased an “empty header rail board”, you will need to solder the 2 x 10 Pin
connectors to both the left and right ends of your Raspberry Pi-Zero Board header
rail. These connectors will be supplied within your kit of parts bundled with your
MMDVM Modem Board. (see these header rail pin connectors to the right side of
the smaller picture below).

Once you have completed soldering the connectors to the header rail, that’s the end of the
soldering work and we can now progress to assembling the entire MMDVM Hotspot
together, inside the metal box enclosure (either supplied with your kit of parts or ordered
separately).

4. Remove the lid from the casing. It is a little stiff and will need some gentle prising
open. The Raspberry Pi-Zero board fixes to the base of the metal enclosure using the
two small screws supplied. Make sure you orientate the Pi-Star Zero board so that
the Micro SD Card slot is at the left hand edge of the metal box. Screw the two small
screws to the rear left and right captive nuts, leaving the front two unpopulated.
Now, offer up your assembled MMDVM Modem board so that it sits on top of the
Raspberry Pi-Zero edge connectors and push the MMDVM Modem board into these
connectors for a firm fit.
Using the longer screws and plastic spacers, place the spacers between the
Raspberry Pi-Zero board and the MMDVM Modem and place the longer screws
through the Modem Board, in through the spacers and onto the captive nuts in the
base of the metal box enclosure. Screw them up for a tight fit, being careful not to
overtighten and potentially warp the circuit boards.

NOTE: If you purchased a Raspberry Pi-Zero board, with a fully populated header rail,
you will notice that some of the unused pins on this header rail come very close to touching
the soldered connections from the OLED Screen. It is a good idea to snip the Raspberry PiZero header rail pins that come close to the OLED Screen pins, leaving no risk of an electrical
short circuit. (Alternatively, you could snip the tails from the OLED Screen connectors, but
this may make screen replacement more of an issue in the future, should you ever suffer
from an OLED screen failure). Also, be aware that the solder pins that rise above the OLED
screen come very close to touching the lid of your box enclosure when it is pushed together.
Some insulation may be applicable, if this is the case in your installation.

Now place the lid over the base of the metal box enclosure and bring together. Be
careful as you push/snap both parts together and take care as you pass the lid
through and over the SMA antenna connector to make sure it does not get damaged.
The OLED Screen should now be clearly encased and visible through the “window” in
the metal case enclosure box.

THAT’S IT! – You have now built your very first MMDVM Hotspot!

Time to put the kettle on and make yourself a hot drink! As you have fully assembled your
Hotspot, it is time to prepare it for the BIG SWITCH ON and your first Digital Voice QSO!
Firstly, we need to prepare a Micro SD Card with the Pi-Star Software and get it ready for
insertion into the Micro SD Card slot on the Raspberry-Pi (visible as a slot on the left hand
side of your assembled Hotspot Modem Box). Micro SD Cards are usually bundled with a
fully working, already assembled Hotspot by the majority of sellers BUT if you are building
your own from component parts you will need to buy one. It is a good idea to buy a well
known branded, high-speed 8Gb Micro SD Card, as a minimum, but 16Gb or higher are also
perfectly good to use.

1. On your PC, go to Pi-Star Downloads - pistar.uk and download the latest version of
the Pi-Star RPi Software. The latest version available will be shown like this:
Pi-Star_RPi_V4.1.5_30-Oct-2021.zip
There are further additional upgrades that can then be done later within the Pi-Star
program (when you have your Hotpspot up and running).
Clicking on this link will automatically save this zip file to your PC in your nominated
folder (make sure you know which folder your downloads get directed to)!

2. The Pi-Star software runs as a Bootable Image from your SD Card, so you now need
to download a piece of software (freeware download) which will allow you to
convert the downloaded Pi-Star Software into a bootable image.
Head over to: balenaEtcher - Flash OS images to SD cards & USB drives
Software is freely available for Windows or MacOS. Download the version you
require for your PC’s operating system.
Once you have downloaded the Balena Etcher software, insert your Micro SD Card
into the SD Card Reader slot on your PC, using an adapter if necessary.
Open the Balena Etcher program and follow the instructions on screen. Balena
Etcher will convert the Pi-Star RPi Software to your Micro SD Card and make it a
Bootable Drive. (This means, it will no longer be a conventional SD Card and you will
notice it’s data size looks very small once the bootable drive status has completed!)
Balena Etcher is very simple to use. It takes a few minutes for the process to
complete and the software also verifies that the Bootable Image has been
succesfully created.
If you get any error messages whilst attempting to carry out this task, it might be
possible that your Micro SD Card is either corrupted, or is failing. A brand new Micro
SD Card should work seamlessly and first time!

Now that you have successfully installed the Pi-Star software onto your Micro SD Card, you
can carefully insert the card into the Micro SD Card reader of the Raspberry-Pi.
If you haven’t done so already, now would be a good time to install the antenna onto the
SMA Antenna connector on the MMDVM Hotspot Modem Board.

You are now ready to connect your power source to the MMDVM Hotspot Modem Box.
In the picture above you will see 3 sockets. The one on the left side is the Raspberry-Pi Mini
HDMI socket. Your 5V power supply needs to be connected to the far right hand side MicroUSB socket. You could either connect directly to a USB Port on your computer, but it is
better to have an external USB Power Supply (like a plugtop USB PSU, as often used for
charging portable devices, or, you could use a PowerBank Portable Charger).
Having a standalone USB power supply means that you do not need to have your PC running
in order to use the MMDVM Hotspot Modem and also saves hogging a USB Port on your PC!

PART 2 – POWERING UP YOUR MMDVM HOTSPOT
AND CONFIGURING Pi-STAR Digital Voice SOFTWARE

When you first power up your newly constructed MMDVM Hotspot Modem, you will notice
a few flashing LED lights in the indicator display window of your Hotspot, but not much else!
At this stage, nothing will appear on the OLED Screen either.
This is because we now need to tell the Pi-Star Program on your Micro SD Card what you
want it to do and, at the same time, also configure the Modem.

On very first initial power-up, please leave 3 to 5 minutes for the Pi-Star to boot-up
properly to it’s initial stage, especially when using a Pi-Zero W. Remember - this is a
Raspberry-Pi and not a turbo charged computer and you will need lots of patience over the
next few steps.

1. The Raspberry-Pi board will now switch on it’s own internal W-LAN.
Make sure your main home wireless router is only configured for 2.4GHz and not
5.0GHz in readiness to eventually connect to your Raspberry-Pi. The Wi-Fi capability
of the Raspberry-Pi board is restricted to 2.4GHz only. (Switch off 5.0GHz on your
home router by logging into your router via the login screen if applicable).
Make sure that Wi-Fi is switched ON in your PC and then, look on your PC for
“Available Wireless Networks”.
You should now see Pi-Star-Setup showing as an available wireless network:
CLICK on this Network and Connect.
2. You will now be prompted to enter the lower case Pi-Star WPA2 password details:
Password = raspberry

3. If connection is successful, you will now see the Pi-Star Digital Voice Configuration
Screen and a banner saying NO MODE DEFINED. This is normal and states that you
now need to configure your Pi-Star for the DV Mode you wish to use. Before that,
though, you need to configure your Home Wi-Fi details, as well as your Callsign, DMR
ID number and other details relating to the set up of your MMDVM Modem.

4. Click on the Configuration Tab at the top right of the Pi-Star screen. Authentification
is then required and you will now be prompted to enter the lower case username
and password details:

Username = pi-star
Password = raspberry

*(note the hyphen between pi and star!)

The configuration page will then populate on your PC Screen, ready for you to continue with
setting everything up. This needs to be done slowly, but surely and, in stages. AFTER EACH
CHANGE YOU MAKE, YOU MUST CLICK ON APPLY CHANGES – then – WAIT for Pi-Star to
re-boot before moving on to the next stage. This is quite a slow process, but please
remember, it is only a Raspberry-Pi.

1. Scroll to the bottom of the Configuration Page and look for the Wireless
Configuration section – click on “SCAN FOR WIRELESS NETWORKS”

2. When you find your Home Wi-Fi Network click on “SAVE (AND CONNECT)”
3. You will then need to enter your home Wi-Fi Password to ensure connection.
4. Once you have done this, re-boot your MMDVM Modem, by removing the power
supply, waiting 30 seconds and then reconnecting it. At the same time, on your PC,
look for available Wireless Networks and connect back up to your usual Home WifiNetwork. The Raspberry-Pi will disable it’s own internal W-LAN on re-boot and now
connect to your Home Wi-Fi Network.
5. Allow your MMDVM Modem at least 2 to 4 minutes to go through it’s re-boot
procedure. Once re-booted, you will be returned to the Configuration Page.

6. At the top of the page, your Controller Software should be set to MMDVM Host.
7. At the top of the page, your Controller Mode should be set to SIMPLEX MODE.

CONTINUE CONFIGURATION SET UP IN THE ORDER BELOW:
1. In the MMDVM Host Configuration section, scroll to the last box, showing MMDVM
Display Type and select OLED Type 3.
CLICK ON APPLY CHANGES AND WAIT FOR MODEM TO RE-BOOT (2 or 3 Minutes!)
Be patient and just wait for the Configuration Screen to actually re-appear before
pressing any other keys! (You might think it has crashed, but just give it time!)
2. In the General Configuration Section, scroll down to Radio/Modem Type and select
STM32-DVM / MMDVM _HS – Raspberry Pi Hat (GPIO).
CLICK ON APPLY CHANGES AND WAIT FOR MODEM TO RE-BOOT (AGAIN!)
3. In the General Configuration Section, scroll to Node Callsign and enter your callsign.
4. In the General Configuration section, scroll to CCS7 / DMR ID and enter your
personal DMR ID Number that was issued to you.
5. In the General Configuration section, scroll to Radio Frequency and enter the desired
RX/TX frequency for your MMDVM Hotspot.
6. In General Configuration, enter your Latitude and Longtitude details and your
TOWN and COUNTRY.
7. Still in General Configuration, edit the web address in the URL Box to show
http:www.qrz.com/db/YOUR CALLSIGN
8. Check also that the APRS Host, System Time Zone and Dashboard Language are
correct for your location.
9. CLICK ON APPLY CHANGES AND WAIT FOR MODEM TO RE-BOOT (AGAIN!)
Once re-booted, at this stage it is a good idea to check that the correct modem type
is still showing in the General Configuration Setting, as this can sometimes get
dropped from your original programmed type during the re-boot phase(s).
If it shows as an empy box, or is incorrect, select the correct modem from the list
again as shown in Item 2 above.

CLICK ON APPLY CHANGES AGAIN AND WAIT FOR MODEM TO RE-BOOT.
DOUBLE CHECK THAT THE CORRECT MODEM IS NOW SHOWING, BEFORE MOVING
ON WITH THE NEXT SET UP STAGE.

Now you can decide which Digital Voice Mode you would like to use. While still on the
Configuration Page, go to the MMDVM HOST CONFIGURATION section.
Here, you can see the list of available digital voices modes that are available for you to use
with your Hotspot. (Obviously, you need to have an available Radio that is able to decode
the Digital Mode that you would like to use).
To begin with, it is a good idea to keep things simple and just choose one Digital Voice mode
as a starting point - until you then build your own confidence and experience with Pi-Star to
experiment with adding additonal modes.
Here is an explanation of how to enable DMR as your Digital Voice mode of choice:

1. Click on the DMR Mode button in MMDVM HOST CONFIGURATION and you will see
the button turn ON and go RED in colour.
CLICK ON APPLY CHANGES AND WAIT FOR MODEM TO RE-BOOT TO THE
CONFIGURATION PAGE AGAIN.
2. Once re-booted to the Configuration Page, scroll down, to the now newly appearing
“DMR Configuration” box.

3. In DMR Master, choose the DMR Master Server you would like to use (many UK
users choose Brandmeister and you can see this is visible in the picture above.)
CLICK ON APPLY CHANGES AND WAIT FOR MODEM TO RE-BOOT.
4. IMPORTANT – In Hotspot Security, enter your personal password that you set up
when you applied for your Brandmeister Self-Care account and used in your Hotspot
Security Password set-up. As a reminder, recap this information on Page 2 / Point 3
of this document.
5. The DMR ESSID should now already be populated with your DMR ID Number. The
box shown as “None” is what should be selected if you are only running one modem
hotspot. If you build additional Hotspots, it will be neccesary to click on the “none”
drop-down box and give subsequent additional hotspots an additonal number (ie:
01, 02, 03, 04 ,05 etc).
CLICK ON APPLY CHANGES AND WAIT FOR MODEM TO RE-BOOT.

Once re-booted, you may now already be able to hear voice traffic via your radio, provided
it is tuned to the same frequency you set up for your Hotspot RX/TX frequency during
configuration.
If you are hearing nothing, first of all, choose a TalkGroup Number in your DMR Radio and
press the PTT to “tell” your MMDVM Hotspot to connect to that TalkGroup Number. (On
transmitting, you should see an LED illuminate on the display, indicating that your Hotspot is
receiving a TX Signal from your DMR Radio whilst you are transmitting.)
If successful, your Hotspot will automatically switch to the TalkGroup you pressed the PTT
for and you will hear audio on your radio – provided the TalkGroup is actually in use.
At this point, you could also bring up the Pi-Star DASHBOARD on your PC screen to visually
see if there is traffic on the TalkGroup and which stations are on-air. If all is well with your
Hotspot set-up you will hear audio when the Dashboard window shows that a station is
currently transmitting. (Highlighted as a RED TX BOX on the Pi-Star Dashboard).
You can now try to put a call out on the TalkGroup you have selected, once there is a break
in transmissions enabling you to do so. Hopefully, when you transmit, your own details will
be shown in the TalkGroup Users Listing on the Dashboard and ALSO in the LOCAL RF
ACTIVITY portion of your screen.

However, if you are able to hear other stations on your Hotspot, but unable to transmit to it,
it may be necessary for you to edit some settings within the Expert Editor of the Pi-Star
Program. From the Configuration Page, click on “EXPERT”. You will see a warning screen
appear as some sections of Expert Editor make dramatic changes to the Pi-Star program.
Go ahead and select “MMDVM HOST”.

It is quite possible that you will have to make changes to the RX OFFSET figure shown in the
Modem Section. This figure relates to the individual TXCO Oscillator Value that is specific to
your own Pi-Hat Modem Board.
Quite often, no two boards are the same and you will need to experiment with this value
until your Hotspot Modem receives the transmission from your radio. The figure could be as
much as -500 up to as much as +500. The default is ZERO and this may well be fine for your
Modem already. For NEGATIVE settings, use a minus sign in front of the figure. For POSITIVE
settings, just use the numerical figure.
We would suggest trying increments of +/-100ish first to see if the Hotspot begins to receive
TX from your radio. APPLY CHANGES AFTER EVERY CHANGE AND WAIT FOR RE-BOOT.

Keep trying either Plus Values, or Minus Values until you find the value that works for your
Modem. There is no “one figure fits all” setting so you will need to keep experimenting.
The fine tuning of this value is also critical in reducing any issues you have with a high BER
(Bit Error Rate), as viewed via the Dashboard during your transmissions - once you are up
and running. If you do have a high BER, try and experiment with the value in increments of
between 25 – 50 and fine tune your Hotspot RX frequency to the transmission of your radio.
DON’T FORGET – APPLY CHANGES AFTER EVERY CHANGE AND WAIT FOR AUTO RE-BOOT!
ONCE YOU ARE FULLY SATISFIED, NOW WOULD BE A GOOD TIME TO MAKE A BACK-UP OF
YOUR PI-STAR CONFIGURATION BY SELECTING BACKUP/RESTORE FROM THE
CONFIGURATION PAGE and SAVE THE CREATED ZIP FILE IN A SAFE PLACE ON YOUR PC!
Hopefully, that’s it and YOU ARE ON THE AIR! 😊
DISCLAIMER: ALL INFORMATION IS PROVIDED IN GOOD FAITH - ERRORS AND OMMISIONS
EXCEPTED - NO RESPONSIBILITY IS TAKEN FOR ANY INJURY TO YOU OR DAMAGE TO YOUR
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT.
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